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ABOUT US

CT University, Ludhiana (CTU) entrenches from a group with the legacy of a silver jubilee in education and is
carving a niche for itself in global visibility. Diversity emanating from Unity runs through the arteries of CT
University, with registrants from 25+ countries and 28 Indian states in a short span of time. CTU is a multi-
disciplinary, student centric, research-focused and industry driven University offering a full range of academic
programs at the diploma, undergraduate, post graduate and doctoral levels. CT UNIVERSITY has been recognized
under the Top 30 Universities in the band "PERFORMER" under the category "University &Deemed to be
University (Private/Self-Financed) (Technical" in the prestigious ARIIA 2021 - Atal Ranking of Institutions on
Innovation Achievements 2021 notification e-issued by the Ministry of Education, Government of India. CTU's
main USP's are Industry-Academia Synergy, Global outreach for Innovation, Social and Community Engagement
Programmes, Women Empowerment Programmes, significant Collaborations, Up skilling of Students, Word Class
Infrastructure, state of the art Laboratories, well- furnished accommodation for faculty and students, digitized
central library, Project Monitoring and Evaluation Cell, a Zero Waste campus, School of Happiness and Well
Being. CT University campus is a digitally transformed university campus to attain outcomes of New Education
Policy.
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BLESSINGS FROM
CHANCELLOR

MY VISION IS TO ACHIEVE EXCELLENCE, 
ACTIVE ENGAGEMENT, ACCESSIBILITY, AND
INTERNATIONAL RECOGNITION FOR OUR
LEADERSHIP. THERE ARE TIMES WHEN IT IS
CHALLENGING TO STAY CHEERFUL AND
POSITIVE – LIFE CAN BE TOUGH. HOWEVER,
I BELIEVE IN LOOKING AT THE GLASS AS HALF
FULL INSTEAD OF HALF EMPTY.
What we leave behind us is not always perfect; more often
than not, it is messy, unattractive, and painful. But that is
precisely why we choose to leave it in the past and move on to more
promising, hope-filled chapters of our lives. Our lives are continuous
journeys filled with hope and strength, driven by good intentions and the desire to make our entire story a more
beautiful and fulfilling experience. My vision is centered on achieving excellence, engagement, accessibility, and
international recognition. 
It's my pleasure and honor that CT University is organizing a CTU MUN to make and mark a change. I hope CTU  
MUN will help in strengthening the feeling of activism amongst the students and bring greater clarity about different
situations that the world is facing right now. And through this conference, we can mold the world into a better shape.
I know how our organizing team (CTU MUN) works ceaselessly towards shaping epitomes of peace, dignity and
humanity; the demand of the current socio-political scenario. I wish them and our delegates a memorable experience
through this one day conference. May we reach greater heights and may we continue to make and mark a change.
All the very best CTU MUN!

S. Charanjit Singh Channi
Chancellor, CT University
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BLESSINGS FROM
PRO-CHANCELLOR
Dr. Manbir Singh

We take immense pride in our involvement with CTU
MUN. This conference serves as a platform to nurture
invaluable skills among our students, including critical
thinking, research, leadership, debating, and writing.
We firmly believe that it is imperative to advocate for
change by raising our voices for what is right. Our
hope is that this conference will ignite a passion for
justice and inspire individuals to speak out against
injustice. We are eagerly anticipating the successful
realization of this highly anticipated conference. I
extend my best wishes to all delegates, and I am
confident that we will all thoroughly enjoy and derive
extraordinary learnings from the CTU MUN
experience. Warmest regards and best wishes for CTU
MUN!

BLESSINGS FROM
VICE-CHAIRMAN
Mr. Harpreet Singh

Challenges that define our world are ever-present,
demanding resilience and determination in the face of
adversity. We eschew merely discussing problems in
favor of action-driven solutions. So, we created CTU
MUN, a platform where young minds, the architects of
tomorrow, converge to brainstorm solutions to the
pressing issues of our society. CTU MUN stands as an
embodiment of our belief that the youth have the power
to shape the world they wish to inhabit. Here, they not
only articulate their visions for a better future but also
cultivate a culture of respect for diverse perspectives. I
not only endorse but also wholeheartedly believe in the
transformative potential. It is poised to catalyze and
contribute to the creation of a more equitable society.
Best wishes for the success of CTU MUN! 



It’s not about what you say but rather how you say it, nothing is more grounded
than delicate words but hard contentions. If you have the potential to leave an
indelible mark on your audience just by your words then you can gladly expect that
you have won it as well. I’m very glad to discover that a Model United Nations will
be conducted by the Department of IQAC, CT University. I compliment every
coordinator for giving participants this extraordinary chance to present themselves
and I trust in the fabulous achievement of the competition. All the very best to
everybody. 

BLESSINGS FROM
VICE CHANCELLOR

Prof. (Dr.) Abhishek Tripathi
CTUMUN

MODEL UNITED NATIONS

It is with great pleasure that we extend a warm welcome to all participants of CTU
MUN 2024. As the organizing team, we are thrilled to have you join us for what
promises to be an inspiring and impactful conference. CTU MUN is more than just
a simulation; it is a platform where future leaders come together to address global
challenges, foster critical thinking, and cultivate diplomatic skills. We believe that
through your participation, you will not only gain valuable insights but also form
lasting connections with fellow delegates. As you navigate through debates,
negotiations, and resolutions, we encourage you to embrace diversity of thought,
engage in constructive dialogue, and strive for consensus. Your contributions have
the power to shape the course of discussions and pave the way for positive change.
On behalf of the organizing team, we extend our best wishes for a fruitful and
rewarding experience at CTU MUN. May you seize every opportunity to learn,
grow, and make a difference. Welcome aboard, and let the journey to diplomacy
and collaboration begin! All the very Best Wishes!!!

MESSAGE FROM TEAM CTU MUN
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Welcome to the CTU Model United Nations! As the Advisor, I am thrilled to invite
you to join us in this exciting journey of diplomacy, debate, and global
engagement. Our MUN team is dedicated to providing a platform for students to
develop critical skills, foster international understanding, and make a positive
impact on the world. Join us as we strive to make a difference, one resolution at a
time. 

ADVISOR

Mr. Abhishek kapoor 



LIIFE AT CTU
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Substantial improvement of diplomatic and leadership skills.1.
Instruction in formulating policies and strategies to address global conflicts and bolster
community engagement capabilities.

2.

Cultivation of expertise in crisis management, diplomacy, public speaking, writing, and
research.

3.

Provision of insights into strategy formulation, along with the development of soft skills,
negotiation tactics, and teamwork proficiencies.

4.

Empowerment of youth through comprehensive development, equipping them to tackle
challenges and take on leadership responsibilities in real-world scenarios.

5.

Advocacy for active citizenship among the younger generation, fostering awareness and
mindfulness of global issues.

6.
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LEARNING OUTCOMES

The secretariat of CTU MUN comprises students not only from Punjab but also from Pan India. The secretariat of
CTU MUN has organised many successful conferences in the past. Set in the manchester city of India which is
Ludhiana, it boasts of a unique blend of Planning and tradition in the backdrop. An experienced Executive Board is
appointed, after due scrutiny, serves as an ideal platform to enhance your debating skills en emerge wiser post this
elite experience. The conference will figure with memories that you will cherish for life. Overall, CTU MUN is a
complete package and an experience like none you've witnessed before. The 1st edition is set to bear testimony to
unprecedented participation, so let us come together to Rise, Speak, and Resolve!

WHY CTU MUN ?

Model United Nations, also known as Model UN or MUN, is an educationally riveting
simulation in which students learn about diplomacy, international relations, and the United
Nations. MUN involves researching, public speaking, debating, and writing skills, teamwork,
and leadership abilities. Participants in Model UN conferences are known as 'delegates'. They receive an allotted
committee and country or occasionally other organizations or political figures. At the end of a conference, the best-
performing delegates in each committee are recognized with awards, certificates, and cash prizes.

WHAT ARE MUNS ?
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The Secretariat serves as the governing body and organizer of
the conference. It consists of students of CT University,
Ludhiana.  Decisions made by Secretariat regarding
any conference-related matters are conclusive and
obligatory. 

THE SECRETARIAT

The CTU MUN 2024 Conference will feature three
simulated committees. Descriptions of each committee
and its agenda are detailed in the following pages. While
some committees have predetermined agendas, others
will have agendas released by the Executive Board at a
later date. The Executive Board reserves the right
to add up to one additional agenda to committees
with existing agendas, which will be disclosed
no later than 10 days before the conference.

GENERAL NOTE ON COMMITTEES AND AGENDAS

ELIGIBILTY
The delegate should currently be enrolled in a school (Grade VIII or XII) or an equivalent
institution.

1.

Student pursuing Bachelors Degree from a Recognized University or Institute.2.

PRIZE AND AWARDS
BEST DEGELATE : 10,000/-1.
HIGH COMMENDATION : 5,000/-2.
BEST PHOTOGRAPHER : 3,000/-3.
BEST JOURNALIST : 3,000/-4.
MERIT AND PARTICIPATION CERTIFICATE 5.
BEST INSTITUTE DELEGATION AWARD6.
EXCITING HAMPERS7.
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COMMITTEES AND AGENDAS

UNGA
UNITED NATION GENERAL 

ASSEMBLY

AIPPM
ALL INDIA POLITICAL

PARTIES MEET

IP
INTERNATIONAL

PRESS

AGENDA
Protection of refugees and

migrants

AGENDA
Federalism and Center-State

Relations

AGENDA
Photography and

Journalism

Delegates are requested to wear
formal or western business attire
in UNGA Committee & same for
IP. Indian formal attire for
AIPPM. Informal articles of
clothing cannot be worn. 

DRESS CODE

RULES AND PROCEDURE
Each Executive Board would be at their liberty to
formulate their own Rules of Procedure for their
respective Committees. A set of written Rules of
Procedure for Each Committee will be delivered by the
Executive Board well in advance.
Note: For meeting learning outcomes and best
interaction amongst experienced and novice
participants, the Executive Board, after giving
reasonable notice to their Committee, would be at their
liberty to adopt additional procedures or modify
existing ones

Each Committee simulation shall be moderated by a two member Chair known as
the Executive Board. The Board is responsible for facilitating discussion between
participants in the committee during the period of the Conference. The Board shall
be responsible for maintaining a marksheet and a verbatim of the performance of the
delegates during the period of Conference. Since, the simulation of committees are
competitive, the Board shall also be responsible for deciding the final awardees
and other rank holders at the end of the Conference. A Background guide
will be shared with the each delegate few days before the conference.

THE EXECUTIVE BOARD



REGISTRATION FEE :-
UNGA 500/-
AIPPM 500/-
IP 500/-

Includes :- Lunch, Stationery (Files, chit pad, notepad, pen, placard), participation certificate, discussion with our
prominent leaders, educational leaders, cash prizes to winners and many more opportunities!!

1. All interested teams shall have to make payment of registration fees amounting to INR 500 (without
accommodation) non-refundable in the account given below. Accommodation Available if Required (Accommodation
Charges are Extra)

     SCAN FOR REGISTRATION FORM                                                       SCAN QR CODE FOR PAYMENT

2. After payment of registration fees, interested teams shall register themselves on the Following Link and attach
the receipt in the form:
3. Forms received after the deadline shall not be considered for registration.
4. The receipt of form shall be acknowledged within 48 hours of submission via mail.
5. Registration of delegate shall be confirmed only after receipt of payment and registration form by the organizers.
(confirmation of registration shall be conveyed via email only.)
6. Upon validation of registration, each delegate shall be allotted with a portfolio according to the preferred
committee by the delegate in the form.
7. A mail will be send to the each delegate after the payment which will include portfolio of the delegate.
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REGISTRATION

CONTACT DETAILS

DATE & VENUE
DATE : 27th April, 2024
VENUE : CT University, Ludhiana

Ms. Ishika Deosi, Secretary General 
(+91 8360972702)
ctumun@ctuniversity.in

Mr. Asees Kaur, USG Delegate Affair 
(+91 6280529877) 

Mr.Vishwaas Vaid, USG Conference Service 
(+91 70094 50180) 

Ms. Aishwarya Aneja, Faculty Coordinator
(+91 98104 14423)

Ms. Apurva Chhabra, Faculty Coordinator
(+91 8284862663)

Mr. Gurdeep Singh, Faculty Coordinator
(+91 9915007439)

Ms. Ritika Sharma, Faculty Coordinator
(+91 7508642327)
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Chief Patron
S. Charanjit Singh Channi
Chancellor, CT University

Co-Chief Patrons
                                      Dr. Manbir Singh                                                        Mr. Harpreet Singh
                                         Pro Chancellor                                                              Vice Chairman
                                          CT University                                                                CT University

Chief Advisor
Prof. Dr. Abhishek Tripathi

Vice Chancellor
CT University

Convenor
Mr. Sanjay Khanduri

Director, IQAC
CT University

Co-Convenor
Dr. Divya Khurana

Deputy Director, IQAC
CT University

  Faculty Coordinator
           Ms. Aishwarya Aneja                                                                
 Asst. Prof. SOL, CT University

             Ms. Jaspreet Kaur
Asst. Prof. SOET, CT University

            Mr. Gurdeep Singh
Office Executive, CT University

            Ms. Ritika Sharma
Office Executive, CT University

                   Ms. Lovejit Kaur                              
      Asst. Prof. SOMS, CT University

                       Ms. Tanisha
      Asst. Prof. SODAI, CT University

                 Ms. Appurva Chhabra
           Project officer, CT University

Student Coordinator
              Ms. Ishika Deosi
             Secretary General                                                                                                   

                Ms. Asees Kaur                                                                                                 Mr. Manjul Mandal
           USG Delegate Affair                                                                                                  USG Logistics

             Mr. Vishwaas Vaid                                                                                                       Ms. Fahim
        USG Conference Service                                                                                               USG Hospitality

               Ms. Geetanjali                                                                                                     Ms. Manleen Makkar
        USG Food & Beverage                                                                                                     USG Finance

                   Mr. Arjun                                                                                                               Mr. Bhaviahya 
             USG Marketing                                                                                                   USG Media & Publicity


